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SilenX IXC-92HCA1 92mm
Blue LED
Copper/Aluminum Silent
CPU Cooler - Sleeved

Special Price

$24.95 was
$37.95

Product Images

Short Description
For those in the modding scene, you know it's been pretty difficult to incorporate silence into your designs.
So we just made it one step easier. The iXtrema Pro 92mm LED heatpipe heatsink offers LEDs to brighten up
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any system...and of course, you don't have to sacrifice any performance from our heatsink while at it.

Description
For those in the modding scene, you know it's been pretty difficult to incorporate silence into your designs.
So we just made it one step easier. The iXtrema Pro 92mm LED heatpipe heatsink offers LEDs to brighten up
any system...and of course, you don't have to sacrifice any performance from our heatsink while at it. Cool
even the most hottest processors on the market at very low noise...without the need for the mess of exotic
watercooling. The heatpipes are among the first in the industry to directly touch the CPU surface for optimal
thermal dissipation. There might be higher performance heatsinks out there, but none can do it at the noise
levels this little heatsink can. The heatsink does not require removal of the motherboard to install. In fact, it is
probably one of the easiest, quickest and most painless installation procedure for any heatsink out there
today! Includes a fan controller for precise manual control over the fan noise.

Features
Ultimate airﬂow to noise ratio
92mm silent fan
Blue LED's
All copper and aluminum construction
Forward sweeping fan blade design increases static pressure compared to other silent fans and oﬀers better airﬂow in areas
where ventilation is restricted.
Reduced motor size and conical shape allows for the largest blade surface area of any fan and improves aerodynamics compared
to the cylindrical dead-spot of other silent fans.
Maximum surface area for better heat dissipation compared to any other heatsinks out on the market today. Rippled surface on
some models further enhance heat dissipation.

Specifications
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sku

IXC-92HCA1

rated dba

9-18

dimensions

92.4x69.2x110.8mm

base material

Copper Heatpipes, Aluminum Plates

ﬁn material

Copper Fins/Aluminum Fins

ﬁn surface area

4200cm²

weight

585g
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rpm

1100-2000

cfm

24-52

current draw

0.16-0.24A

power consumption

1.92-2.88w

bearings

FDB, ﬂuid dynamic bearings

cpu compatibility

Socket 754, LGA775, 939, 940, AM2

Additional Information
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Brand

SilenX

SKU

IXC-92HCA1-D

Weight

2.0000

Material

Copper/Aluminum

Fan Dimensions

92mm

Fan Connection

4-Pin PWM

LED Color

Blue

Special Price

$24.95
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